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Altar Committee Procedures 

There is a purpose and significance to every action and item used in the liturgy.  The Church has 

established principles and guidelines regarding the quality and materials which are used to 

create objects for sacred purposes.  These items should be treated reverently, with great care, 

and should also be regularly maintained.   Follow the following directions for the care of Altar 

linens. 

1) Mass linens should be picked up from the linen basket no later than Monday each 

week from the Altar Server Sacristy and once a month from the Chapel.  Linens that sit 

too long in the baskets mold.  They should be cleaned and returned to the cabinet, in 

their appropriate place, in a timely manner. 

2) Sacred Linens: 

a. Corporals—cloth used on the altar to catch any particles of the consecrated Host 

during the breaking of the bread at consecration or any drops of precious blood 

that may spill. 

b. Purificators—the linen used to wipe the drops of precious blood from the chalice 

and communion cups 

c. Lavabo towels—towels used to dry the priest’s hands during the Washing of the 

Hands during the sacrifice of the mass 

d. Palls—cloth used to cover the chalice at Mass 

e. Altar cloths—the linen used to cover an altar 

3) How to clean small mass linens: 

a. Carefully remove linens from the “used /dirty linen” basket located in the Altar 

Server Sacristy and the closet in the chapel.  REMEMBER--They may hold 

consecrated blood and bread.  Do not drop or spill them.  Small net bags are in 

the drawer for carrying linens. 

b. Separate the Lavabo towels from the other linens 

c. Using a bucket or large container that can be carried with water and linen, soak 

the linen cloths.  This is called the Holy Soak.  DO NOT SOAK IN A SINK!  

d. Once the Precious Blood and any remaining particles of the Precious Body have 

dissolved, 30 minutes to an hour, remove the linens and pour the water in a 

suitable location where the ground will not be walked upon and is not a disposal 

site.  A suitable location would be outside on a plant or inside the house on a 

house plant.  DO NOT POUR THIS WATER DOWN A DRAIN OR IN A PLACE WHERE 

PEOPLE WALK. 
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e. After the Holy Soak, spot treat the linens as needed.  Purificators may need to 

have make-up removed; concentrated Dawn liquid dish detergent or a Zoto bar 

may be used. 

f. Now, linens and towels may be washed in a washing machine that is set on a 

normal COLD wash cycle.  Never use bleach since it weakens fibers and destroys 

Purificators. 

g. Purificators:  Once dried, iron linens smooth and wrinkle free. DO NOT USE 

STARCH.  Magic sizing is acceptable.  Fold length wise in thirds, smoothing 

creases with hands. Then, fold in half. 

h. Lavabos:  Teary cloths are to be folded lengthwise in thirds, then in half. 

i. Corporals:  Iron flat and smooth.  With the cloth face up (Sign of the Cross up), 

fold the top down 1/3 followed by the bottom up 1/3.  Continue with left side 

folding 1/3 and then the right side 1/3.  This is important.  It allows the Corporal 

to be refolded after the mass such that Eucharistic particles that may have 

crumbled during the sacrifice of the mass are captured and not allowed to fall on 

the floor 

j. Ensure that all linens are free of dust, hair, or other particles when returned to 

the linen cabinets in the designated locations. 

k. Altar cloths are changed on an as-needed basis.  They are cared for similarly as 

the corporals, except they do not require the Holy Soak.  They are to be folded 

____________ and are hung in the closet in the Altar Server Sacristy. One side of 

the closet should hold church altar cloths and the other side hang chapel altar 

cloths. 

4) Disposal of Worn Altar Linens by the Altar Chairwoman only--Consistent with the 

disposal of all things blessed for use in the liturgy, it is appropriate that altar linens, 

which show signs of wear and can no longer be used, should normally be disposed of 

either by burial or burning. 

5) Holy Water Fonts: 

a. Each week, Holy Water Fonts should be cleaned with soap and water for health 

reasons. 

b. Clean all fonts—6 in the church and 2 in the chapel. 

c. Refill fonts with clean Holy Water from silver Holy Water storage container that 

is located at the corner of the church near Mary’s statue. 

d. Refill fonts 2/3 full. 

6) Committee members sign up to provide this service by designating the month in which 

they will provide the service.  Each month corresponds to the number of days in the 

month instead of the week. 
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a. If a conflict occurs not allowing the fulfillment of this service, contact someone 

on the committee to switch or substitute and then notify the chairwoman. 

b. Be cognizant of changes in the mass schedules, especially additional services.  If 

a special event is planned in the parish, additional linens may be utilized.   

c. Check baskets and inventory regularly. 


